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Insane Baserunning

Drone Crashes into Volcano

People in the stadium couldn't believe what

The exploding lava fountain of this Iceland

they were seeing! Watch the moves of Javier

volcano is filmed by a drone in this amazing

Báez of the Chicago Cubs.

display of nature's power.

Here's the Scoop: It's National Ice Cream Month
What's your favorite kind of ice cream? If it's vanilla, you're not alone. Vanilla is the most
popular flavor, accounting for 20-29 percent of overall ice cream sales. Since July is National
Ice Cream Month, you have an extra reason to indulge in this treat, whether in a cone, sundae,
shake, or float. As the famous line goes, "I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream!"

What Data Do Internet Speed Tests Provide?
With the push of a button, speed test sites such as speedtest.net will quickly display the
download speed, upload speed, and ping. Also called latency, ping is the reaction time of your
connection — how quickly your device gets a response after you've sent out a request. A fast
ping means a more responsive connection, which is especially important in applications such
as video games. Click here to get a free speed test!
Contact us if you'd like to increase the speed of your internet connection, 402-254-3901!

VoIP Is Here To Save You Money!

Lonely Planet

Accuweather

On This Day

Ready to go on vacation

This resource has it all —

Calling all history buffs! Find

again? Explore this site for

radar and maps, videos,

out what key events in news,

the latest travel news plus

severe weather warnings,

entertainment, and sports

inspiration on where to go

and your local forecast and

took place on this day in

and when.

air quality.

past years.
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13 Unique Hot Dog Recipes

Ice Cream Pie 5 Ways

July is Hot Dog Month, and you'll find

We dare you not to head straight to the store

creative and delicious ways to serve them in

for ingredients after you watch these ice

this "hot diggity dog" recipe video.

cream pie variations being made.

"If It Fits, I Sits"

Have Fun and Get Moving

What's the banana doing here? This tabby

As this video demonstrates, there are all

wants a clean empty bowl to curl up in and

kinds of ways to work your muscles and

will do whatever it takes.

enjoy time with friends, regardless of age.

You may need an Instagram account to view these
posts. Go to Instagram.com to sign up or sign in to
your account.

7 DIY Headboard Ideas

Make a Custom Outdoor Rug

You'll be surprised how easy it can be to

Take an inexpensive solid rug and add a

make your own headboard. One of these

customized design using paint and stencils.

ideas uses only colored tape!

Your patio will be transformed.
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